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Abstract The author gives a ground ,for realization of the cycle "magnetization - demagnetization" o f irtductance with a magnetic core in the mode, which provides generation of' excess energy during "demagnetization". Experiments, which prove these conclusions, are described in detaih. Realization oj'the ratio p, = energy of demagnetization / energy of magnetization > I in the device based on inductance with magnetic core. The author believes that presence of spontaneous magnetization in the area H=(1,2+1,4)H, is a basis for cp=-I, when demagnetization is made by the due to. the .factor of kT 6.e. heat environmental energy). The author experimentally confirmed p 2 at I kHz. The author called this heat converter 'fferrocassor" (concentrator of environmental energy).
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However, it is strictly proved in [$I, similar expression (since it was got from Maxwell's equations) cannot be applied for impulses (incomplete circuits). As the author [8] states, Bfimctions, Duhamel's integral and staircase function can not be used for such sort problems. Apparently, these recommendations can be a basis for other vision of energy processes in inductances and in their main component (magnetic core) with pulse currents in particular.



-can be presented as



Thus, the ratio /. =l



U



Po'H



and it should be then interpreted as a ration of energy, which is existing in inductance (per 1 m3) to the energy of primary magnetic field in vacuum (in 1 m3), since this primary field called the formation of energy BH. Further, there is the question about possible way of maximum economical creation of the field poH and about the extraction of the energy



A task of detailed consideration of energetic aspects of the cycle " M - D (magnetization - demagnetization) is to find a way to realize the ratio



A foundation for realization of ( I ) is the evident difference of AM and AD in Nature, which is not usually mentioned. The work AM is sum .of the part of energy ("injection"), which came from the outer source ,AM and energy of spontaneous mzignetizing oAM (it is free energy of magnetic core), which is "mobilized" by the work ,AM. The work AD (demagnetization) takes place only due to the disordering effect of the factor kT, i.e. due to heat energy of magnetic, which is renewable energy from environmental. This is a principle difference of our research of energy of "M-Dcycle (we are considering rectangular impulses with Vo=const and duration of t,) from other engineering solutions of applied problems [l61, when apriory the work is considered as



A , > A ,,and &L < 0 . In similar tasks the time ,t is A M



about 10 ps and calculations are made with canonic ratios [7, page 1401:



=



BH (even particularly). 2



The energy available for selection on the step "D" ideally is:



but really:



In other way:



A prospect in integral form looks like this. The special features of current impulses with a steep (sharp) front are the "terra incognita" land long since the engineering investigation of ignition systems in combustion engines.
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Thus, in [9] authors note that during tf, (short stage of impulse) the current in inductance changes so quickly, almost steps-wise, that we can doubt in adaptability (or effkiency) of the second Kirhof s law during to:



to be true if we'll introduce



d 2i di L -. ato instead of L - . dt2



dt



Thus, the "short stage" of the impulse, which was noted by the authors in [9] is an interval of time when



d 2i



-# 0 . dl2



We have got positive results with an inductance, which consists of 16 separate ring coils with two identical windings on each, L,=L2. 16 coils of L, are jointed in parallel (first winding), and 16 coils of L, are jointed in series (second winding). With H, about 2AIm. the current i ~ 9 . 4mA (measurements are made according to GOST 12 119-66 inductive method), Fig. I.



Really, in the experiment [9] it is similar the first term seem! to be absent. To find the way out, in [9] they use sufficiently "fine" admissions to have no doubt in classical physics. But we can do it in another way, we can keep (7)



Fig. l Reaching of maximum current in a short stage before the event of key (on breach) we can consider to be the result of immediate magnetization. It is the most secret enigma of formation of magnetic energy in a magnetic core that was suggested before in [lo]. The initial magnetic field with intensity of *H(i) appears in vacuum very quickly, i.e. in a fraction of to and it calls (provokes) a spontaneous magnetization, which goes avalanche-like (like chain reaction). It takes place, according to the theory of magnetism, particularly on the area of reversible displacement and in Relay's area [I I 131. Here, as it is known, there are enough small, "hse" or "touch string" external field to call the inner (Veiss's) field, which is in -lo3 times more than this external field. The action of the field H during to can be compared with an impact, and effect of this impact tells upon in magnetic for a long time as a fading "ringing".



During the time 4, the most part of magnetic energy



BH appcars -



(is created) and "payment" for this



3



L



appeared energy is really symbolical. On the Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3 we can see the growth of current after to in the area of rotation of vectors of magnetization. It is evident, the "payment" for the increase of



BH



7on this stage is L



incomparably higher than on the area H,.



Ediior'.~:According to N. Teslri we cull this effkct free vibrutions. He used non-sinirroidul impiilse (urc dischargers) primu':v source and then id~/ due to its his circuit.^ generule re.soncince . ~ i ~ i l . ~ O o~.vcillution.s cupucitu~icecmd i~rdirctunce.Also ,V. Zuev'.s understunding issindur to / k c energ\: conception. which ittu.s sitgge.stL((l hj9 Thonrus E. Becirdm. USA in his firnous article "Final secret ofjkce energy". Thc initial primup source should produce short imptcl.se "activution " of some "collector" and then in pcviod of "re/uxutim " h c it con he possible to take energyfrorn this collector free ?/'theprimup energy source.
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On the Fig 2 there is a scheme of measuring device with necessary explanations. The screen of the oscillograph is 8x10 cm. Reading is with an error of f3%. The object of this research was the mentioned above totality of 16 inductances. Any of them is a toroidal core made of pennalloy 79HM of 0,05 mm width (D,,,=90 mm, Dln1=83 mm, h=16 mm, volume is 15,2 cm3). Its magnetic properties corresponds to GOST 10160-75, first class;



p,nltlal s 20.1 03, h,-115300,



-- 6 . There are 60 Pin,,



turns of cooper enamel wire on every core. This wire is of 00,43 m, R=0,4 Ohm, i.e. this L,,=107.10"~. Rated inductance of the first winding (16 windings connected in parallel), its ha, equal to :



rated inductance of the secondary winding (16 windings connected in series) L,,= 16.107.10"= 1,712H. The current in the impulse (at the upper level of picture on the screen) of the first winding for j~,~,,-160 mA, resistors are of MLT type. The value of nominals according to the digital ohmmeter is given to within +0,8%. The calculation of energy is made by the squares under the curvature of voltage v2 - t or by means of the step multiplication At.(Vi.i,)with the following addition of the results.



The volume of all 16 cores is about 243 cm' and their mass is about 2 kg (with the density of 7.8 g.cm4). Thc heat capacity of permalloy is about 0.46 kl/(kg.K), that's why the cores contain 255.7.10~J with the temperature of 20". With h,~,=6.7.10'" current is about 10 mA in every winding, and all magnetic energy



Therefore,



magnetic



85.6.



255.7. lo3



energy



is



only



= 3.35 . I o-' part of heat energy. Really,



it's a drop in the bucket of heat. (Editor's: So, this metod of direct heat-to-electricity energy transformation is very perspective and technically it can made as a very compact device with a great output power). Recession of the current of impulse-leadcr up to the point a (Fig. 1.4) is called by increase of L(i). At first the current grows (due to the smallness of p-plnItlal)as at the absence of inductance. But from the moment of start of spontaneous process (when H(t) reaches some startup level H&>LI. In the given interval (according to our measurements) the magnetic viscosity of material 79HM is bipolar, that's why that phenomenon can be called more exactly as the "magnetic inertia". Phenomenology of energy generation or, rather, energy transformation, seems to be a non-linearity of processes in "Magnetization-Demagnetization" cycle; their thermodynamics is in thermofluctuational exchange of energy with spontaneous orientation of domens according to Neel's theory. Increase of coefficient of transformation from the achieved one (-3) to 8+10 is possible by increase of H, up to 1&15 Alm, i.e. by selection of material for magnetic core. Increase of power density is possible by increase of H,, increase of frequency, by separate selection of energy 1All and ?All from energy 3All, and also by means of additional diode in the circuit 11, if it can provide high operating speed.



The described inductive converter oj environment heat energy, which consists oj generator of impulses, inductance with , magnetic and receiver of energy, Z suppose to name as FERROomagnetic Concentrator oj Environmental Energy - FERROCEE or 'fferrocassor " in Russian.



In conclusion, I express my thanks to Spiridonov J.S. and Stepanov I.N. for their invaluable help in dijficult and long measurements.
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Notations AM is the energy of the source of current, which is spent



for magnetization; AD is the energy received on the load during



demagnetization; k is Bolrman's constant; T is temperature, K; t, is duration of impulse, sec; i is current, A, Vo is EMF, V; o is circular frequency, sec-I; a is attenuation constant; L is inductance, H; R is resistance, Ohm; C is capacity, 0; p is relative magnetic permittivity; H is intensity of magnetic field, Ah; B is magnetic inductance, T1; p,-, is magnetic constant 1,256610" Hlm; cp is coefficient of conversion; q is coefficient of using of current of magnetization; M is magnetic energy, J; Q is heat energy, J; 7 is time constant, sec;



Z z is coefficient of using of magnetic energy in the circuit II; to is duration of "short" stage of current impulse when L t"" b - b; Oo is magnetic flow, \Nb; w is quantity of turns.
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